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This note is an addendum to [3] and our primary purpose is to 
improve some results given there. For example, Corollary 2.5 of [3] 
is refined to assert (Theorem 1.7) that given algebras A C B C C(X) 
with (ball A-L)” having no completely singular elements, A = B pro- 
vided only that every multiplicative measure for A be multiplicative 
for B. We also show that when X is metric, M,(A) always contains an 
element A* for which f E C(X) n H2(A, A*) implies f E H2(A, A) 
for all X in M,(A), thus giving a general analog of the strongly domi- 
nant representing measures of [2]. Finally a second section gives an 
application to rational approximation. 
1. Notations and definitions are as in [3]. By a “multiplicative 
measure” for A we mean as usual a probability measure on the under- 
lying space X which is multiplicative on A(hence in M,(A) for some 
9 E Vtm,); by a “complex multiplicative measure” we mean a measure 
which is multiplicative but not necessarily nonnegative or real. 
THEOREM 1 .l. Suppose A C B are subalgebras of C(X) and 
vE);mg* If 
%(4 = Jf,(W, U-1) 
then 
EP(A, A) = W(B, A) fm all h in M,(A). U-2) 
Thus by [3, Corollary 2.31, (1.1) implies that for b E B there is a 
bounded sequence {a,} in A with a, -+ b a.e. A, for all h in M,(A). 
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Note that conversely (1.2) + (1.1) is trivial since X E M,(A) is 
multiplicative on H2(A, A), hence on B, while M,(B) C M,(A). To 
prove 1.1 it suffices to show f E B lies in H2(A, A) for a fixed h in 
M,(A), and we can assume v(f) = 0. Let f = u + iv with U, v real- 
valued. Since M,(A) = M,(B), J u dh’ = 0 for all A’ in M,(A), and 
( 1.2) of [3] yields 
sup {Re p)(a) : a E A, Re a < U} = inf {h’(u) : A’ E M,(A)} = 0. 
Hence there are f, = u, + iv, in A with u, < u and 
s u - u,, dh = 0 - Re I --f 0. 
We can of course assume J v, dh = 0, and so we have elements 
f - fn = (u - 21,) +i(v - %I) 
of B with u - u, > 0, 
I v-wer,dh=O=lim u-uu,dA. I 
Because of the first two of these conditions, a classical inequality 
[6 P. 2541 appl ies, as was observed by Lumer [S]: 
(1 1 w - v, p/2 dq < 2 * j 24. - 24, dh. (1.3) 
Indeed, U = u - u, > 0 insures that the element 
u + iv = (u - un) + i(TJ - t+J 
of B has a root (U + iT/‘)l12 with positive real part in B, and since A is 
multiplicative on B, 
(1 my2 = (1 u + ivdy = J (U + ivy dA 
= Re 
I 
(U + iV)li2 dh > cos & 7r 
I 
( U2 + V2)1/2’1/z dA 
2 -& J I v 11’2 dh. 
Without loss of generality we can assume CE==, J u - u, dh < CO, 
so Cl, (u - u,) < 00 a.e. A, and u, + u a.e. A; again we can assume 
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Cz==, ( J’u - u, dh)1/2 < co as well, so that by (1.3) v, -+ v a.e. h. But 
now et/n --+ en boundedly a.e. X for t > 0, so eIf E H2(A, h) by domi- 
nated convergence. Because f is continuous, t-l(e”f - 1) + f uni- 
formly as t L 0; so f E H2(A, A). 
We should remark that Theorem 1.1 is an easy consequence of [4, 
4.21. Indeed M,(A) = M+,(B) im pl ies, by that result, that for h E M,+,(A) 
and f = u + iv E B with y(f) = 0, u is the real part of 
F = u + iV E H,2(A, X). So v - V = i(F -f) is in H,2(B, h), real- 
valued, hence zero since h is multiplicative on H2(B, A): 
J-(v- V)vh=(jv- q2=0. 
So f = F E H2(A, h). 
Before proceeding to the consequences of 1.1 we note that (1.1) 
infects entire parts. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Suppose A C B C C(X), q~ E %JIB , and 
J%(A) = %W (1-l) 
Then the part PA in 1131, containing q~ coincides with the part PB in %I&, 
containing y, and (1.1) holds throughout the part. 
Proof, Since H2(A, X) = H2(B, X) for all A in M,(A) by 1.1, we 
know from [3, Corollary 2.31 that for b E B there is a bounded sequence 
{a,} in A that converges to b except on an M,(A)-null set. Since 
M,(A)-null sets and M,(A)-null sets coincide if $ lies in PA [3], 
a, + b except on an M&A)-null set, so that by dominated convergence 
each X in M,(A) is multiplicative on B, and all yield the same I,J in 
‘9JlB extending #, with, evidently, 
~$P) = ~,W. (I-4) 
Now (1.4) pl im ies 6 E PB since h in i&(B) = M,(A) and h’ in 
(1.4) are not always mutually singular. So each z+5 E PA is the restriction 
of a 4 in PB , while each such restriction lies in PA; since (1.4) implies 
$ -+ $ j A is l-l, we can identify both parts, and (1.4) becomes (1.1). 
Our next application of 1.1 reflects the fact that (1.1) has some 
continuity properties not at all apparent in (1.2). For the sake of a 
later application we shall consider complex multiplicative measures; 
if h is one we shall take H2(A, h) as the closure of A in L2( / A 1) and 
H”(A, h) as L”(j h 1) n H2(A, h). Note that as usual H”(A, A) is an 
algebra on which A is multiplicative. (We could equally well replace 
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L2 and H2 by L* and HP, 1 <p < co, here and in our hypothesis 
below.) 
THEOREM 1.3. Suppose f E C(X), q E m, and f E H*(A, h) for A 
in a set E of complex multiplicative measures which has M,(A) C E-, its 
w* closure. Then f E HZ(A, A) for all X in M,(A). 
In particular, if f E C(X) lies in H2(A, X) for a w* dense subset of 
M,(A), the same is true for all h in M,(A). 
Proof. Let B be the subalgebra of C(X) generated by A and f. 
We have B C Hm(A, h) for h in E since H” is an algebra which is 
clearly closed under uniform convergence. Since h is thus multiplica- 
tive on B, for each h in E, the same is true for each h in E-; so A in 
M,(A) is multiplicative on B. 
Now the elements of M,(A) must all represent one and the same 
element $5 of 9JIB; for if h, h’ in M,(A) represent distinct #, #’ in WB 
then 4 (# + #‘) (represented by 8 (X + X’)) is in YJ& , and as is well- 
known this is impossible: with g E B chosen so #(g) = 1, $‘(g) = 0, 
we would have 
Q = -5 MP) + Yw”)> = 4(# + ?u (g”> = (8 (ICI +4’) (d>” = i - 
So M,(A) = M,(A) = M,(B), and f E B C H2(B, h) = H2(A, /\) 
for all h in M,(A) by 1.1. As a consequence of the proof it will be 
worthwhile to set down 
COROLLARY 1.4. Given algebras A C B C C(X) and v E m* , if 
each element of M,(A) is multiplicative on B then 9) has a unique exten- 
sion $Y in %R, and 
M,(A) = M,(A) = M,(B). 
COROLLARY 1.5. If X is metric and q E nA there exist X* in M, for 
which 
c(x)nH2(A,h*) = c(x)n n H2(A,h). 
AOM~ 
Thus [3, 2.31 for f in that set there is a bounded sequence (an} in A with 
a, --+ f a.e. h, all h in M, . 
Proof. Since M, is separable, we have a w* dense sequence {h,} 
in M,, and we need only set X* = CT 2-12hn; now f E H2(A, h*) 
implies f E H2(A, h,), and 1.3 applies. 
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We shall call an element A* of M, with the property in 1.5 central. 
Somewhat more generally, we can produce central representing 
measures via 
COROLLARY 1.6. If h E M, and M, n L2(h) * h is w* dense in 
M, , or more generally, if a set E of complex measures in L2(h) * A which 
represent q~ has M, in its w* closure, then h is central. 
Proof. Suppose f E C(X) n H2(A, A). Then if g is any polynomial 
in f with coefficients in A, g lies in the same set, so we have a sequence 
{un} in A with a, -+ g in L2(X). Thus for hh in E, 
and hh - h annihilates the subalgebra B of C(X) that A and f generate. 
Since B C H”(A, h), h is multiplicative on B, so all hX represent the 
same functional rj? on B, as must the elements of M,(A) in the w* 
closure of E. So we have M,(A) = M,(A) = M,(B), and our con- 
clusion follows by 1 .l. 
In case there is a single part P for which E = uWp M, is w* dense 
in the set of all multiplicative measures, a central representing 
measure A* for v has a stronger property: f E C(X) n H2(A, A*) 
implies f E H2(A, A) f or all multiplicative A. For if B is again the 
subalgebra A and f generate we have, exactly as in 1.3, an extension 
4 of y to B with 
M,(A) = M,(A) = M,(B); (1.5) 
by 1.2, P is a part for B and all the elements of our w* dense set E 
are multiplicative on B, so the same is true for every h multiplicative 
on A. 
But now by 1.4 any q in m, has a unique extension rjj in ‘9XB satis- 
fying (1.5), so our conclusion holds by 1.1. 
The last part of this argument is precisely a proof of the fact that, 
given algebras A C B C C(x), if all multiplicative measures for A 
are multiplicative on B then %RA and !LRB are homeomorphic under 
the natural map and can be identified, with (1.1) holding everywhere 
on %RA = !LRB. This lforms the basis of our extension of [3, Corol- 
lary 2.51: 
THEOREM 1.7. Suppose A C B C C(X) are a&ebras, (ball AI)e has 
no completely singular elements, and every multiplicative measure for A is 
multiplicative on B. Then A = B. 
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As we have noted, nm, = mB and M,(A) = M,(B) for v therein, so 
W(A, /\) = H2(B, X) f or every multiplicative measure h for A by 1.1. 
Thus B C A follows from [3, 2.41. (Of course we could just as well 
allow (ball A-L)e to have completely singular elements C Bl.) More- 
over [3, 2.41 could itself be improved (replacing “all h in” by “a w* 
dense set of X in,” as is clear from 1.3). We shall state formally only 
one more improvement of a result in [3], that of the analogue of 1.7 
avoiding completely singular measures. The proof is a trivial modifica- 
tion of that of [3, Corollary 2.71, using 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.8. Suppose1 5 C A is a nonvoid set of invertible elements 
of C(X), non-invertible in A, and 5-l u A generates C(X). Then if 
B 1 A is a subalgebra of C(X) f or which, for eachf E 3, Mf(A) = Mf(B) 
(so the probability measures orthogonal to fA are orthogonal to fB), then 
B = A. 
We conclude this section by noting a reformulation of (1.1). 
Recall [3, (1.2)] that for u E CR(X), v E m, , 
sup {Re v(a) : Re a < u, a E A} = inf {h(u) : h E M,(A)}. (1.6) 
If M,(A) = M,(B) th en in particular for u = Re b the right side is 
precisely X(Re b) = Re v(b), so 
Re q(b) = sup {Re p(a) : Re a < Re b, a E A}. (1.7) 
The converse also holds, and (1.7) holds for every b E B 8 
M,(A) = M,(B). For if h* E M,(A)\M,(B) we have u E CR(X) with 
X*(u) + 1 < inf {h(u) : A E M,(B)} = sup {Rev(b) : Re b < u, b E B} 
which coincides with the left side of (1.6) because of (1.7). So 
h*(u) + 1 < inf {h(u) : h E M,(A)}, our contradiction. 
Thus (l.l), which holds throughout a part if at all by 1.2, amounts 
to a condition which could be expressed by saying the A-super- 
harmonic minorant of each element Re b of Re B coincides with Re b 
on the part containing F (or just at p)). 
1 When such an 5 exists and X is metric there is a single probability measure p 
for which A = C(X) n W(A, p). For 3 can be taken countable, $j = {fn}; with h, 
central for &if-, set p = C2-“h,, . Thenf E C(X) A EP(A, cl) implies ffm E W(C + fnA, h,) 
and so in the corresponding set for all h in M fn . Since fn , f;’ E C(X), f E W(A, X) for 
all such h, so fe A by [3, Corollary 2.61. 
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Now as a variant of 1.7 we have 
THEOREM 1.9. Suppose A C B C C(X) are algebras, (ball Al)” 
has no completely singular elements and one q~ in each part of m, lies in 
m B’ Then A = B isf” 
Re q(b) = sup {Re y(a) : Re a < Re b, a E A), all bEB, 
for all such q~. 
Both 1.7 and 1.9 apply to R(K) C A(K) for any compact 
K C C : R(K) = A(K) zfl, f or some z in each R(K)-part of K = !J&(,) , 
Ref(z) = sup {Re r(z) : Re r < Ref, r E R(K)} 
for each f in A(K), or ifl every multiplicative measure on R(K) is multi- 
plicative on A(K). 
2, We conclude with an application of the results of [3] to 
rational approximation, specifically to a case which is not accessible 
via the results of [l, 21. Let K C C be compact, with connected3 
interior K”. Suppose the components Ho (unbounded), Hr , H, ,... of 
C\K have pairwise disjoint closures which accumulate in a set E 
disjoint from Uy=, aHi (so 8K = Uj”=, aHj U E). 
In order to conclude that R(K) = A(K) we must make several 
hypotheses concerned, in a way, with both the size of E\aH, and the 
density with which the Hj approach E\aH,: we suppose 
(a) the harmonic measure X,(E\aH,) = 0, x E K”, 
(b) on E\aH, there is a w* measurable map z -+ vz E M&A(K)) 
with v,(E\BHo) = 0, 
(c) there is a 6 > 0 and for each j > 1 there is a smooth simple 
closed curve y3’ having only Hj in its interior and disjoint from aK, with 
X,(aH,) > 36 for z in (J& yj . 
Under these hypotheses R(K) = A(K). (When E\aH, is in fact a 
singleton, (b) says simply that it is not a peak point for A(K).) 
* In the corresponding variant of Theorem 1.8, Mf(A) = M’(B) is replaced by 
0 = sup inf Re( fb - fa)(x) 
0 z 
(for all b E B,fe 3) which is a simplified version of Eq. (1.7) for ‘p : z + fb + z and 
the algebras C + fA, C + fB. 
3 For convenience. We could also allow the HJ- to meet in finite (or certain infinite) 
clusters (taking H, then as the union of the corresponding components); the basic 
requirement is simply that we can obtain Eq. (2.5) below (cf. [2]). 
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On P(8K) the functional 
f-,,$& 
{where f* is the harmonic extension off to K” and the normal derivative 
is multiplied by the element of arc length) represents the period of 
the conjugate harmonic function about Hj and so annihilates. A(K) 
[I], [Z]. It is represented by a real measure Q on aK which we take 
normalized so that Ij Q 11 = 1 and Q < 0 on aHj , >, 0 on X\aHi . 
(Q has opposite signs on these sets, as is easily verified.) We shall 
prove our result by showing (vr , Q ,...} forms a basis for 
{p E (Re R(K))J- : 1 p 1 (E\BH,) = O}. Since Q is also the result of 
sweeping a measure 7; on the boundary of an “annular” region, 
containing yi and bounded by aHj and a curve y(i close to yi , 
bY (a)* 
Our hypothesis (c) is required only to show 
7@Ho> 3 6, j> 1; (2.1) 
evidently, since r; carries half the mass of V,J; , and 117; )I > 11 Q 11 = 1 
by (c). (Actually (2.1) could serve equally well as (c) as our hypothesis.) 
Now if Q” represents the measure we obtain by sweeping qi to the 
boundary of the compact set K,, = C\u,“,, Hi 3 K then for 1 < j < n, 
since ~j > 0 on aK\uiEo aH,, we have 
7lwo) >, 7iWo) b 8. (2.2) 
Moreover, qj” = 0 for j > n, and rlj”, j < n, still gives a multiple of 
the conjugate harmonic function’s period about Hi for f E CR(aK,J. 
Now given constants cj , 1 < j < 1z we set g = s@ [ciqn(aHj)] on 
i?H,, 1 \<j<n, andg=e@onaH,. Then 
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which carries half the mass of vj R. The other half is carried by aH, 
so from (2.3) 
= s i I cj I = 6 i II 9% II * 
j-1 3-l 
(2.4) 
Now let p E (Re R(K))l. Since 
in order to show p J- A(K) we can show this for 
an element of (Re R(K))1 which vanishes on all subsets of E\aH,, by 
(b) again. So it suffices to consider TV E (Re R(K))* carried by 
u&, W,. Let sn denote the operation of sweeping a measure to the 
boundary of K, = C\u,“,, Hj . We have 
(2-5) 
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since [I], [2] the Q”, 1 < j < n, span (Re R(K,))l. Since s”s”p = P/.L 
for m < n, and smqj = 0 = smvjn for j > m, we have 
with the same cj; thus p uniquely determines a sequence {cj} satisfying 
(2.6) for all m. 
We have 
by (2.4), and thus Cj”=, Cjrlj is an element of A(K)‘- (since each qj is). 
But now 
Sn /J - f Cjr)j = ( 1 Iz Sn/Jd - C Cjvj" = 0 
for all 71, 
j=l j=l 
while p - cj”=r cj?7j is carried by uj”=, aHj, SO we conclude that the 
measure itself vanishes, and ,U = Cy=, Ciqj E A(K By [3, 2.5 infra], 
R(K) = A(K). 
When E\aH,, lies in a peak interpolation set for R(K) (and {ri} 
is any homology basis of smooth curves in K”) we can obtain 
R(K) = A(K) once we know that for each p in (Re li(K))l, 
{& cjqj} has a bounded subsequence, where {cj> satisfies (2.6): for 
if v is a w* cluster point of such a subsequence (hence in A(K then 
Pv = Cy=, Cj7)j" = S"p since S" is w* continuous, so p - v, which 
necessarily is carried by u,” aHj , vanishes as before. 
For example, it suffices to know that for infinitely many n at most a 
quarter of the mass of zy-, cjqj is carried by uz+, aHj since then 
so 
Thus it is easy to conclude that if we form K by removing from the 
closed unit disc a sequence of disjoint discs clustering on the unit 
circle then R(K) = A(K) p rovided the radii tend to zero rapidly 
enough. 
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